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	Programming .NET Components, 9780596102074 (0596102070), O'Reilly, 2005
Brilliantly compiled by author Juval Lowy, Programming .NET Components, Second Edition is the  consummate introduction to the Microsoft .NET Framework--the technology of  choice for building components on Windows platforms. From its many lessons,  tips, and guidelines, readers will learn how to use the .NET Framework to  program reusable, maintainable, and robust components.

Following in the  footsteps of its best-selling predecessor, Programming  .NET Components, Second Edition has been updated to cover .NET 2.0. It  remains one of the few practical books available on this topic. This invaluable  resource is targeted at anyone who develops complex or enterprise-level  applications with the .NET platform--an ever-widening market. In fact, nearly  two million Microsoft developers worldwide now work on such systems.  

Programming .NET Components, Second  Edition begins with a look at the fundamentals of component-oriented programming  and then progresses from there. It takes the time to carefully examine how  components can simplify and add flexibility to complex applications by allowing  users to extend their capabilities. Next, the book introduces a variety of .NET  essentials, as well as .NET development techniques. Within this discussion on  component development, a separate chapter is devoted to each critical  development feature, including asynchronous calls, serialization, remoting,  security, and more. All the while, hazardous programming pitfalls are pointed  out, saving the reader from experiencing them the hard way.

A .NET expert  and noted authority on component-oriented programming, Lowy uses his unique  access to Microsoft technical teams to the best possible advantage, conveying  detailed, insider information in easy-to-grasp, activity-filled language. This  hands-on approach is designed to allow individuals to learn by doing rather than  just reading. Indeed, after digesting Programming .NET  Components, Second Edition, readers should be able to start developing  .NET components immediately. 

Programming .NET  Components, Second Edition is the consummate introduction to the  Microsoft .NET Framework--the technology of choice for building components on  Windows platforms. From its many lessons, tips, and guidelines, readers will  learn how to use the .NET Framework to program reusable, maintainable, and  robust components.

Following in the footsteps of its best-selling  predecessor, Programming .NET Components, Second  Edition has been updated to cover .NET 2.0. This invaluable resource is targeted  at anyone who develops complex or enterprise-level applications with the .NET  platform--an ever-widening market.
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Technological Turf Wars: A Case Study of the Computer Antivirus IndustryTemple University Press, 2008
Computer security is a technical and social problem. It is just as much about social relationships as it is about computers as tools. Internet security professionals are as concerned with how people use information as they are with how machines manipulate and process that information. This book is a case study of how the knowledge systems...

		

Building Scalable and High-Performance Java Web Applications Using J2EE TechnologyAddison Wesley, 2001
Building Scalable and High-Performance Java™ Web Applications Using J2EE™ Technology provides the concise roadmap Java developers and Web engineers need to build high-performance and scalable enterprise Web applications. It is unique in its focus on building efficient end-to-end solutions based...


		

Unity Shaders and Effects CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Shaders promote gaming realism but are not always easy to implement. This book seeks to change that with a cookbook approach to teaching you how to create stunning Shaders using your knowledge of Unity3D.


	Overview

	
		Learn the secrets of creating AAA quality Shaders without having to write long...






	

Anticipatory Optimization for Dynamic Decision Making (Operations Research/Computer Science Interfaces Series)Springer, 2011

	Anticipatory optimization for dynamic decision making relies on a number of different
	scientific disciplines. On a general level, the foundations of the field may be
	localized at the intersection of operations research, computer science and decision
	theory. Closer inspection reveals the important role of branches such as simulation,...


		

A History of Immunology, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2009

	Written by an immunologist, this book traces the concept of immunity from ancient times up to the present day, examining how changing concepts and technologies have affected the course of the science. It shows how the personalities of scientists and even political and social factors influenced both theory and practice in the field. With...


		

Real Options Analysis Course : Business Cases and Software ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Real Options Analysis Course
"Dr. Mun’s latest book is a logical extension of the theory and application presented in Real Options Analysis. More specifically, the Real Options Analysis Course presents numerous real options examples and provides the reader with step-by-step problem-solving techniques. After having read the...
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